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Down by the dell-hole more vivid colours were awakening, and Lent 

lilies stood sentinel on its margin, or advanced in battalions over the 

grass. Tulips were a tray of jewels. She Margaret could not see the 

wych-elm tree, but a branch of the celebrated vine, studded with velvet 

knobs, had covered the porch. She was struck by the fertility of the soil; 

she had seldom been in a garden where the flowers looked so well, and 

even the weeds she was idly plucking out of the porch were intensely 

green. Why had poor Mr Bryce fled from all this beauty? For she had 

already decided that the place was beautiful. 

‘Naughty cow! Go away!’ cried Margaret to the cow, but without 

indignation.(200) 
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 But the Wilcoxes have no part in the place, nor in any place. It is not 

their names that recur in the parish register. It is not their ghosts that sigh 

among the alders at evening. They have swept into the valley and swept 

out of it, leaving a little dust and a little money. (246)   
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 She must have interviewed Charles in another world – where one did 

have interviews. How Helen would revel in such a notion! Charles dead, 

all people dead, nothing alive but houses and gardens. The obvious dead, 

the intangible alive, and no connection at all between them! (200) 
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 …the Schlegel household continued to lead its life of cultured but not 

ignoble ease, still swimming gracefully on the grey tides of London. 

Concerts and plays swept past them, money had been spent and renewed, 

reputations won and lost, and the city herself, emblematic of their lives, 

rose and fell in a continual flux, while her shallows washed more widely 

against the hills of Surrey and over the fields of Hertfordshire. This 

famous building had arisen, that was doomed. (115) 

 

‘I hate this continual flux of London. It is an epitome of us at our worst – 

eternal formlessness; all the qualities, good, bad and indifferent, 

streaming away – streaming, streaming for ever. That’s why I dread it so. 

I mistrust rivers, even in scenery. Now, the sea‐’(184) 

 

 You[Margaret’s aunt] and I[Margaret] and the Wilcoxes stand upon 

money as upon islands….we ought to remember.…we are standing on 



these islands, and that most of the others are down below the surface of 

the sea….I’m tired of these rich people who pretend to be poor, and 

think it shows a nice mind to ignore the piles of money that keep their 

feet above the waves. I stand each year upon six hundred pounds,…and 

as fast as our pounds crumble away into the sea they are renewed – from 

the sea, yes, from the sea. (72) 
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 England was alive, throbbing through all her estuaries, crying for joy

through the mouths of all her gulls, and the north wind, with contrary 

motion, blew stronger against her rising seas. What did it mean? For 

what end are her fair complexities, her changes of soil, her sinuous coast? 

Does she belong to those who have moulded her and made her feared by 

other lands, or to those who have added nothing to her power, but have 

somehow seen her, seen the whole island at once, lying as a jewel in a 

silver sea, sailing as a ship of souls, with all the brave world’s fleet 

accompanying her towards eternity? (178) 
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 Her evening was pleasant. The sense of flux which had haunted her all 

the year disappeared for a time. She forgot the luggage and the 

motor-cars, and the hurrying men who know so much and connect so 

little. She recaptured the sense of space, which is the basis of all earthly 

beauty, and, starting from Howards End, she attempted to realize 

England. She failed – visions do not come when we try, though they may 

come through trying. But an unexpected love of the island awoke in her, 

connecting on this side with the joys of the flesh, on that with the 

inconceivable.(204) 

 

 …it [Howards End] was English, and the wych-elm that she saw from 

the window was an English tree. No report had prepared her for its 

peculiar glory. It was neither warrior, nor lover, nor god; in none of these 

roles do the English excel. It was a comrade, bending over the house, 

strength and adventure in its roots, but in its utmost fingers 

tenderness….It was a comrade. House and tree transcended any simile of 

sex….As she stood in the one, gazing at the other, truer relationships had 

gleamed. (206) 
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 Here [Hilton] men had been up since dawn. Their hours were ruled, not 

by a London office, but by the movements of the crops and the sun. That 

they were men of the finest type only the sentimentalist can declare. But 

they kept to the life of daylight. They are England’s hope. Clumsily they 

carry forward the torch of the sun, until such time as the nation sees fit to 

take it up. Half clodhopper, half board-school prig, they can still throw 

back to a noble stock, and breed yeoman. 

At the chalk-pit a motor passed him [Leonard]. In it was another type 

whom Nature favours – the Imperial. Healthy, ever in motion, it hopes to 

inherit the earth. It breeds as quickly as the yeoman, and as soundly; 

strong is the temptation to acclaim it as a super-yeoman, who carries his 

country’s virtue overseas. But the Imperialist is not what he thinks or 

seems. He is a destroyer. He prepares the way for cosmopolitanism, and 

though his ambitions may be fulfilled the earth that he inherits will be 

gray. (314-15) 
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